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Decorated by many people, loaded by some, General George S. Patton, Jr., is one of the most outstanding military strategies in history. War As I knew It was a personal and bright account of the celebrated and relentless crusat across western Europe during World War II. First published in 1947, this absorbing narrative
drew bright memories of Patton's fighting and its detailed diary, from the moment the Third Army exploded into the Brittany Peninsula to the final Allied crash report. The result is not only escalating, human accounts of daily battles and heroic performances - including looking at Bulge's battle riveting - but precious
chronicles of legendary strategy and fiery personality warriors. Patton's letter from previous military campaigns in North Africa and Sicily, equipped with a strong retrospective of his guiding philosophy, reveals an uncompromising man and incredible character, who made Georgie a household name in the mid-Century
America. With new introductions. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates found this a bit of a battery, yellow and a bit of musty smelling a copy in one of these second bookstores is possible for a while just wandering. From the outset, I must admit Patton was one of my heroes - a guy in the right place, at the right
time and right for what he needed to do. Never far from trouble, usually caused by his mouth rather than his army, he is a warrior from a hero's family, who is completely not afraid to take the decision and send the man into combat. Controversial and pointless, very intelligent, well read and erudite, he has a lot of blame
but he also knows how to inspire men and how to win battles - battles rather than war, perhaps. To achieve what he does and keep a daily journal is amazing. He is a hands-on general, one not afraid to get down and dirty. Complete with maps, drawings, plans and other illustrations, for example a detailed plan of military
positioning at the Battle of the Bulge early on December 22, 1944 and another show of ranking on December 22, January 1 and January 31, it was a rare insight into how he went about his war. An embarrassing feature for readers but the important logistics for Patton is a regular schedule, for example October 24 - The
Third Army - Kill-4,541, Injured-22,718, Missing-4,548, Non-combat victims-13,323 - Grand Total-45,130, Replacement-43,566 / Enemy - Killed-30,900, Injured-89,600, Prisoners-95,600 - Total-216,100 Reading these types and scale figures requires a certain type of guy. I recalled that I was always 'Demanding
impossible,' I had 'Dared's extreme occasion' and that I had 'Didn't take advice about my fears'. P 158)The North African and Sicily campaigns are detailed in the early chapters and make interesting readings, such as his views on the Bulge and sweeping towards the east at the end of the end War. He quoted poetry,
himself and others and started with the following dedication:My sword gave him that would replace me in my pilgrimage, and my skills and courage to him that the taxi got it. My works and scars brought with me, to be my witness for me that I had fought His battle that knew would be my reward. Pilgrims' Progress.Worth
reading for anyone interested in Patton, military history or The Second World War. I find this a bit of a battery, yellow and a bit of musty smelling a copy in one of these second bookstores is possible for a while away just wandering. From the outset, I must admit Patton was one of my heroes - a guy in the right place, at
the right time and right for what he needed to do. Never far from trouble, usually caused by his mouth rather than his army, he is a warrior from a hero's family, who is completely not afraid to take the decision and send the man into combat. Controversial and pointless, very intelligent, well read and erudite, he has a lot of
blame but he also knows how to inspire men and how to win battles - battles rather than war, perhaps. To achieve what he does and keep a daily journal is amazing. He is a hands-on general, one not afraid to get down and dirty. Complete with maps, drawings, plans and other illustrations, for example a detailed plan of
military positioning at the Battle of the Bulge early on December 22, 1944 and another show of ranking on December 22, January 1 and January 31, it was a rare insight into how he went about his war. An embarrassing feature for readers but the important logistics for Patton is a regular schedule, for example October 24
- The Third Army - Kill-4,541, Injured-22,718, Missing-4,548, Non-combat victims-13,323 - Grand Total-45,130, Replacement-43,566 / Enemy - Killed-30,900, Injured-89,600, Prisoners-95,600 - Total-216,100 Reading these types and scale figures requires a certain type of guy. I recalled that I was always 'Demanding
impossible,' that I had 'Dared's extreme occasion' and that I had 'Didn't take advice about my fears'. P 158)The North African and Sicily campaigns are detailed in the early chapters and make interesting readings, such as his views on the Bulge and sweeping towards the east at the end of the war. He quoted poetry,
himself and others and started with the following dedication:My sword gave him that would replace me in my pilgrimage, and my skills and courage to him that the taxi got it. My works and scars bring together to be my witness for me that I have fought his battle that knows will be my reward. Pilgrims' Progress.Worth
reading for anyone interested in Patton, military history or The Second World War. Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Alyssa Building, Begonia &amp; Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC06107 Phone: Phone: 208 9898
Patton's War As I know It's an impressive book and published posthumous (first published in 1947 after Patton's death in 1945). It's worth the price only for the Patton Instruction Letter in the end. What follows are some of the quotes and reviews I gleaned from the book:Just as Lee has Stonewall Jackson, a strategy like
Eisenhower has his work added by great tactics like General George S. Patton. Patton had been a personal assistant to General Pershing during World War II and had gone on War As I knew It was an impressive and published posthumous book (first published in 1947 after Patton's death in 1945). It's worth the price
only for the Patton Instruction Letter in the end. What follows are some of the quotes and reviews I gleaned from the book:Just as Lee has Stonewall Jackson, a strategy like Eisenhower has his work added by great tactics like General George S. Patton. Patton became a personal assistant to The General of Pershing
during World War II and has gone on to champion the use of tanks. During World War II, he succeeded in the Campaign of North Africa and Sicily, becoming heavily dreaded by the Germans. Allies used Patton's reputation for an edge during the Normandy invasion. They put Patton in charge of what amounted to a
phantom army stationed near Dover, England, prompting the Germans to believe that the invasion came in Calais. The scam spreads Germany's defensive thinnels in Normandy, a real target, than it would otherwise have been. The 3rd Patton Army under the 12th U.S. Army Group General Bradley began operating in
Normandy on August 1, 1944 and at the same time invaded the west (Brittany Peninsula) east, and north, quickly trapping several hundred thousand German soldiers in an area called Falaise (Normandy) Pocket. Aggressively using speed, effective rending, and tactical air support, the Patton Army moved east and until it
runs out of gas near Metz and halted on August 31 after supplies were diverted to the Hodges First Army to the north for operational Market Park support. However, this did not prevent Patton from completing the bloody envelope but managed to double the Germans at Fortress Metz in mid-November, and Patton went
from General to Legend. In December, the Germans took offence with the Battle of the Bulge. Restored and in response, Patton clinched one part of his army to the north, relieving the 101st Air Division trapped in Bastogne (General McAullife's Nuts! to the request The Germans), and then ran east through the frozen
Ardennes, hitting the Germans in the flank. Other parts of his army invaded the east, with both sides meeting on the cover of a widely-spaced letter to the Saar region to trap 60K German soldiers and capture 10K square stones of territory. When the war ended in June 1945, Patton camped out in ask to attack Prague.
Patton believes that, although there is no approved solution for any tactical circumstances, there is one, but only one, tactical principle that is not subject to change: To use the means on hand to violate the maximum amount of wounded, death, and destruction on enemies in minimal time. In combat, victims are directly



procided by time exposed to effective fires. A person's fire reduces the effectiveness of the enemy, while the attack's adversely shortens the exposure time. The battle is won with scary enemies, and this is best done by indulging him with death and wounds. Fires from behind are more lethal and triple more effective than
fires from the front. To get fire behind the enemy, one must hold it with front fire and race around its flesh. Frontal attacks on the prepared positions should be avoided. One should not be too strong: one should get every man and gun possible, provided it does not delay a person's attack. The greater the force and the
more violence used in the attack, the smaller the one will be the loss of a person. Never produce soil. Mortar and artillery are great weapons when they shoot; When silent, they're trivial – see that they keep shooting! In a mountain country or when asking for a pass, save the height first. In battle, small forces can do one
of three things: go forward, stop, or run. Stopping or running makes them an easier target. [Aikido? If not moving, it's easy to hit, la Ali.] There is a universal failure to repeat the oral order back. This failure can result in grave errors. There is a tendency to dismantle junior officials with excessive and insane training and
reporting requirements, which can be reduced by eliminating non-essential claims. Although the infantry must move to cover with the enemy, it must shoot to move. When the target is not visible, the infantry weapon fire must find the enemy's occupied areas. Use fire marching to reduce enemy fire accuracy and increase
one's confidence. Short shooting. Ricochets make nastier sounds and wounds. Bayonet killed several men, but many were afraid of him. Build a dummy battery. In choosing a site for them, avoid places where fires directed at them will affect other weapons. The main mission of the shield unit attacks infantry and artillery.
The back of the enemy is a happy hunting place for the shield. Use every way to get it there. Against counter-attacks, the use of shields the feeling that attacking the flank is decisive. Forward observers provide sixty-five to seventy-five percent of all artillery targets. Junior rejuvigation officers must be very asking, setting
examples, producing accurate reports, and not losing current relationships in missions. An officer must be the last person to take shelter out of fire, and the first to move forward. Likewise, she must be the last person to keep her comfort closed Parade. Instruction Letter: There is only one type of discipline – perfect
discipline. Discipline can only be obtained when all officers are so lured by their awful sense of duty to their men and countries that they cannot tolerate negligentness. Officials who fail to correct errors or praise excellence are worthless in peace efforts and dangerous misconduct in war. Officers must describe themselves
by example and by voice. They must be leading in courage, deportation, and clothing. One of the main purposes of discipline is to produce alertness. ... Very helpful ceremonies to give them perfect discipline. Officers must have their male self-confidence and confidence. The two best ways to produce this are carefully
conducted close order drills, led by officers, and platoon parades ... where the platoon is entirely on its own. Combat principle: Sweat pints will save a gallon of blood! Catch the enemy by the nose with fire and kick it in the pants with flames slid through the movement. Hard hit soon; you should not be too strong. Get
every guy and gun you can safe, provided it doesn't improperly delay your attack. Officers must have their male self-confidence and confidence. German prisoners over forty spoke faster than younger ones. To stop under fire is a fool. To stop under fire and not fire back is suicide. Move forward from fire. Officers must set
an example. If you can't see the enemy, you can at least shoot in a place where he apt to be. Bottom line, this is the story of a general with a stunning instinct for the disposal of enemies and interesting intentions and readings from the pen one of the great captains of history! See some of William J. Bahr's books: Pure
and Simple Strategies: Important Steps to Victory in Competition and Cooperation and George Washington's Liberty Key: Mount Vernon's Bastille Key - Mystery and Wonders of Body, Mind, and Soul, best seller at Mount Vernon. Characters are Key to Freedom! ... More... More
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